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THE CONLEY INDEX ON THE MORSE THEORY

Young Sun Jung* and Kwang Pak Park**

1. Introduction
The idea of the Conley index goes back to Morse and Smale. Morse 

showed that the topology of the sublevel sets of a smooth function 
changed when the level moved through a critical level and therby 
proved his inequalities relating the Betti numbers of the manifold and 
the indices of the critical point. Smale[15] defined certain dynamical 
systems, showed they omitted nitrations ,analogous to the filtration 
of a manifold by the sublevel sets of a Morse function and therby ex
tended Morse theory from gradient dynamical systems to a vastly more 
general class.

The homology index developed over the years by C.C. Conley and 
his students has been justly termed the Conley index.

The basic theory of the Conley index may be summerized as follows:
(1) The Conley index of an isolated invariant set of a flow is independent 

of the index pair used to define it.
(2) The Conley index is invariant under continuation.

In this paper we shall give an exposition of Conley index including 
the necessary background on the Morse index

In a prelimanary section we shall briefly describe the classical Morse 
inequalities and give a proof which is based on the Conley index.

The main results of this paper are as follows: If RPn is the real 
projective n-space and f: RPn 7? is a differentiable function on 
RPn with nondegenerate critical points, then the Morse function on 
RPn have n + 1 critical points. And the non-orientable case RP2 
having 3 critical points and the orientable case RP3 having 4 critical 
points determine a chain complex which 호epresents a special case of 
Conley's connection matrix.
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2. Morse inequalities and the Conley index
On n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M we consider the gradient 

flow

(2.1) x = —V/(x)

of a smooth function /: RPn —> R, The flow of (2.1) will be denoted 
by

으沖t = -Nf。此 <f>° = 1
at

PROPERTIES. (1) f decrtse along the orbits of (^.
(2) The rest points of are the critic시 points of f.
(3) The rest points of are hyperbolic if f is a Morse function meaning 

that the Hessian of f is nonsmgular at every point.

Definition. The unstable set

= {p € M\ lim "(p) = x} t—►—8

The stable set

W\x} = {peM\ lim ^(x) = x} t―>8

for each critical point x.

In this case the unstable set and the stable set are submanffbld 
of M・ In fact, is a C°° manifold diffeomorphic to I간、where
ind(x) = fc, hence tnd(x) = dtmW^^x)

Simiarly, dimWs(x) = n 一 如 where ind(x) = k^dtmM = n.
Throughout the paper H* will denote singular homology.

Theorem 2.2. (M. Morse). Let

Ck 一 Cfc-i 4--- 土 아、2 8k — Pk-l T------노
for k — 0, 1, ,.. , n and equality holds k = n,where 이:: the number of 
critical points of index k. 瞞 the Betti numbers,队=rankHk(M; R) 
of the manifold M for any principal ideal domain R.
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DEFINITION. (1) A set S C M is called im敬if #(S) = S for 
every t £ R、

(2) S is called isolated if there exists a neighborhood N of S such that

S =玖N) = Pl 驴(N)
teft

(3) An index pair for an isolated invariant set S C M is a pair of 
compact L Q N such that S = I(cl(N \ L)) C int(N \ L) and

(i) x e I人 *°，히(s) "(x) € L
(ii) x€7V\Z=>3f>0 with 出 C N.

Condition (i) says that L is positively invariant in N and (ii) means 
that every orbit which leaves N goes through L first.

LEMMA2.2. (1) Every isolated invariant set S admits an index pair 
such that the topological quotient N/L has the homotopy type of a 
Hn^e-p^rhedr^ri.

(2) The homotopy type of N/L is independent of the choice of the index 
pair.

Proof. See [2] and [11].

Lemma2.3. (C.C.Conley). If (NQ1 La) and (N§\Lg) are two in
dex pair for S then the index spaces NQ/La and Ng[L$ are homotopy 
equivalent.

The Conley index of S is the homotopy type of the pointed space 
N/L. If L is a neighborhood deformation retract in N then the homology 
of the index spaces N/L agrees with the homology of the pair N, L and 
is characterized by the index polynomial

Ps(t) = ^rankHk{M\Ma-R)tk.
k

The Conley index is additive in the sense that Ps(t) = PSl(i) + P&") 
whenever S is the disjoint union of the isolated invariant sets £ and 
5*2- It follows from Lemma 2.3 and the additivity of the Conley index 
that

(2.2) ^2rankHk(Mb,Ma-,R)tk = 心)
k
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where Ma = {x G M\f(x) < a} and a < 6.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Define 俄 =rankHic(<Ma; 3(?) and let cf be 
the number of the critical points x E M oi i with ind(x) = k and

< a. If a < 6 are regular values of f such that c is the only 
critical value of f in the interval (a , b) then it follows from (2.2) that 
rankHk{MbMa\ 3J) = c| — cf and hence the homology exact sequence

—风(M。；况)t 狗-Hk(Mb,Ma-^

shows that rankd^-i -\-rankdk =破—琮一段+8土 Equivalently — 
PM =号。)-+ (1 + Where P^t) = 时, 
哗⑵= U=oW，QM(t) = 2；=o rankdktk.

In Particular,Qa6(t) is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients. 
It follows inductively that

号⑴一/%(t) = (l + t)Q°(t)

where Qa(t) is a polynomial whose nonnegative coefficients are given 
by 悝=£；=0(伏_, 一 條_j)N0

For a > supf these are the Morse inequalities.

3.Connecting orbits and the Conley's connection matrix

DEFINITION. The gradient Bow 妒 of a Morse function f: M -수 
3? is said to be of Morse-Smale type if for any two critical points x 
and y the stable and unstable manifolds Ws(x) and W^(y) intersect 
transversally.

If f is of Morse-Smale type then the connecting orbits determine the 
following chain complex.

We first choose an orientation of the vector space E^(x) = TxW^(x) 
for every critical point of f and denote by V z > the pair consisting of 
a critical point x and this orientation. For every A: = 0, 1. ... , n we 
then denote by Ck the free group

Ck = Z v z >
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where x run over all critical points of index k.
In this case one can define an integer n(y,x) by assigning a number 

+1 or -1 to every connecting orbit and taking the sum. Let 7(5) be such 
a connecting orbit meaiuiing a solution of (2.1) with lim^—_8 7(5) = y 
and lim—g 7(5). Then < y > induces an orientation on the orthgonal 
complement v = lim—8 | j(s)「W(s) in Eu(y). In this case 
ind(x) = ind(y) — l = k the tangent flow induces an isomorphism from 
깍(；) onto Eu(x) and we define n7 to +1 or -1 according to whether 
this map is orientation preserving or reversing. Define n(y5 x) = n7 
where the sum runs over all orbits of (2.1) connecting y to x. Then the 
boundary operator df.: 0中—> Ck of the chain complex is defined by

dc < y >= 1 n(y, x) < x >
X

where the sum runs over all critical points of index k.
One can extend this chain complex to coefficients in any abelian 

group G by defining Cjt(G) = G®Ck and 探(G) = : 0中((구) —
Ck(G). The significance of the above construction rests on the following 
result.

Theorem 3.1 (R.Thom, S.Smale, J Milnor, C.Conley). 
(i)探顼0。如6) = 0
句 Hk(M- G) = 즈飛哥

REMARK. If TtM = E"(e) ® Es(x)^ the orientation < x > of 
Eu(x) = TxWu(x) induces an orientation of Es(x) = TxWs(x). The 
nonorient able case can be treated by considering the Z/2-invariant lift 
of f to the ortented double cover of M

We shall now descrive Conley's connection matrix for 나le special 
case of a Morse-Smale gradient flow. For every critical point x of 
let NX^LX denote the index pair described tn section 2 and observe 
that an orientation of Eu(x) = TtWu(x) determines a generator of 
Hk(Nx^ Lx\ Z) ~ Z where k = This shows that the group Ck
can be identified with

Ck =気Hk(Nm Z)
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where the sum runs。힝er all critical points of index k.
Since Hk(NXy Lx] Z) is a free group it follows from the universal co

efficient theorem that the natural homomorphism G®Hk(Nx^Lx] Z) t 
■Hjt(MU；G) is an isomorphism and hence

G®Ck= ®xHk(Nx,Lx-,G)= Ck(G).

REMARK. (1) If # is & Morse-Smale How then M(y, x)三 Wu(y) A 
Ws(x) is a submanifold of M of dimension znd(g) — ind(x).

(2) If ind(y) — ind(x) — 1 then S(y, x) = M(y, x) U (x, y} is an isolated 
invariant set.

(3) Let M, M be an index pair for S(y,x) and define N\ = No (J (M A 
Ma) where f(x) < a < f(y). Then is an index pair for y 
and N'Nc is an inde^^puir-for x.

Define the homomorphism

△”%y；G)： H*(N강丄湛구) —，Hk(NrL、G)

to be the composition

d
阳MV"i；G) ------- > HgM；G)

-Hk(N宀 G)

where the first and third isomorpliism is induced by the flow defined 
homotopy equivalence of Lemma 2.3. This determines a homomor
phism

△"G)："(G)t6(G)

which is a special case of Conley's connection matrix and agrees with 
the boundary operator of Milnor and Witten.

Lemma 3.2. 5C(G) = A(G)
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THEOREM 3.3. If RPn is the real projective n-spa.ce and f: RPn t 
Risa differentiable function on RPn with nondegenerate critical points, 
then the Morse function f on 3?Pn have n-/-l critical points.

Proof. We will 난血山 of RPn as equivalence classes of (n+l)-tuples 
(x0,..., zn) of real numbers, with 3* = L Denote the equivalence 
class of (j：o,..., xn) by (x0 : •…：xn). Define a real valued function f 
on RPn by the identity /(x0 : • ■ : xn) = where c0,..., cn
are distinct real constants.

In order to determine the critical points of f, consider the follow
ing local coordinate system. Let Uq be the set of (?(): . ,xn) with
To Q i.e. Uo = {(1 : 甘 : ... : 誥)}. Set |a시考 = U如 Then 

yn: Uq R are the required coordinate functions, mapping 
Uq diffeomorphically onto the open unit ball in 7?n.Clearly |x7|2 = yj, 
since £岸涵 z； = 1,诡=说=1 一 矽=1 一 E^=i 访,so that 
/ = cq — Co)，； throughout the coordinate neighborhood Uq.
Thus the only critical point p0 — (1 ： 0 : • • • : 0) of the cooedinate 
system, since / = c0 + £；=](勺 一 co)yj,

df(x0 :"…：xn) - 0
(5；o ： Xi ： • • • ： Xn) —(Xo : 0 : • • • : 0) = (1 ： 0 ： . . . ； 0)

At this point f is nondegenerate and has mdex equal to the mimber of 
j with Cj < cq.

Similarly one can consider other coordinate systems centered at the 
points pi = (0 : 1 : 0 : • • • : 0),... ,pn = (0 : 0 :…：0 ： 1).五 follows 
that po,... ：pn are the only critical points of f. The index of f at pk 2s 
equal to the number of j with c3 < q. Thus every possible index between 
0 and n occurs exactly once.

RPn has the homotopy type of a CW-complex of the form e° U e1 U 
•••Uen.

EXAMPLE 1. On RP2 (nonorientable case)
RP2 has 3 critical points x? y and z. If ind(x) = 2, ind(y) = 1 and 

znd(z) = 0. In this example the connection matrix zs given by
2 o

C&t G — Co

with Ck = Z and determines the integral homology H*(RP气 Z)= 
(Z,Z/2,0)
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EXAMPLE 2. On RP3 (orientable case)
RP3 has 4 critical points x,y}z and w. If ind(x).=3, ind(y)= 

2, md(z) = 1 and znd(w) = 0.

0 2 0
0 ―>(X —> C/2 ―> Cq —> 0

with Ck = Z and H*(RP，；z)= (Z, Z/2,0, Z)
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